Harvard, 34; Tech, 0.

The first game of the season was played with Harvard last Wednesday, and despite the fact that several of the men were new to their positions, the score was lower than many expected.

Usually when Tech plays Harvard it rains most dismally; but this year Dame Nature failed to turn on the waterworks, and the men showed their appreciation of the perfect afternoon by turning out in large numbers.

The game began at 4.05, Tech having the ball. On the kick-off the ball was fumbled, and Johnson dropped on it. Dunlap then carried the ball to Tech's 35-yard line. A wedge failed to gain, and Dunlap made five yards.

After one down the ball was passed to Brewer, who dashed around the left end, and, aided by efficient blocking, carried the ball over the line for a touchdown in four and three quarters minutes. Corbett kicked the goal. Score, 6-0.

Tech made five yards on wedge. Curtis failed to gain. Gained five yards for off-side play, which was increased to eight by a wedge. Andrews kicked to Harvard's 20-yard line, and a return kick sent the ball to Tech's 50-yard line. Andrews kicked again after three downs. Brewer caught and carried the ball to the center of the field. The ball went to Tech for holding, but was immediately lost on a fumble. Repeated rushes by Corbett and Dunlap carried the ball to Tech's 10-yard line, where Dunlap carried it over. Goal by Corbett. Score, 34-0.

Time was called with the ball in the middle of the field. The features of the game were Andrews' punting and Curtis' tackling.

The teams lined up as follows: Harvard—rushers, Emmons, Baldwin, Acton, Lewis, Mackie, Johnson, Stevenson; quarter back, Fairchild; half backs, Corbett, Dunlap; full back, Brewer. Tech—rushers, Owen, Mayo, Whiting, Manahan, Cushing, Simonds, Underwood; quarter back, Thomas (Humphreys); half backs, Curtis, Clark (Thomas); full back, Andrews. W. A. Brooks, Harvard, '87, referee; P. H. Thomas, Tech, '93, umpire.

Attendance, 2,200.

Amherst, 14; Tech., 6.

Saturday, October 14th, Tech faced Amherst on Pratt Field, Amherst. Neither side had their strongest team. Manahan, Clark, and Underwood, of Tech, and Haskell and Goodale, of Amherst, were not playing. Tech had the ball when time was called, at 3.15. Tech did not use the usual V, but the entire team blocked for Curtis, who made a fine run of thirty-five yards well out toward